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The CSU Mission is to educate Californians, especially those with lower access (i.e., less social and financial power).
Equity gaps in the CSU are evident, with underrepresented minority (URM), first-generation, and Pell Grant recipient students receiving more DFW grades than non-URM, non-first-gen, and non-Pell recipient students.
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How can the Course Equity Portal help faculty address such gaps?

The Course Equity Portal provides information to each faculty member about equity gaps that may or may not exist in the courses they teach.
Who has access to my data?

Only you can see your course data in the Portal. Administrators, staff, and other faculty cannot access your Course Equity Portal information.
How does the Course Equity Portal work?

The Portal algorithmically determines if there are equity gaps in a course by URM, 1st generation, or Pell recipient status, or gender within a course. Only gaps with a sufficient effect size are identified.
Examples of Possible Findings

1. Pell students having a lower/higher DFW rate than non-Pell students in a section.

For your SOC 319 sections in Fall 2021,

There were indications of equity gaps in D, F, Wu, or NC grades received by Pell and URM students.
Examples of Possible Findings

1. Pell students having a lower/higher DFW rate than non-Pell students in a section.

2. Greater/fewer DFW rates in other sections of a course compared to one’s own.

For your SOC 143 sections from Spring 2021 to Fall 2021,

1% of your SOC 143 students received a D, F, Wu, or NC grade. 13% of all other SOC 143 students received a D, F, Wu, or NC grade.
Examples of Possible Findings

1. Pell students having a lower/higher DFW rate than non-Pell students in a section.

2. Greater/fewer DFW rates in other sections of a course compared to one’s own.

3. A trend of increasing/decreasing DFW rates between 1st gen and non-1st gen students over time.

For your BIOL 10 sections from Spring 2019 to Spring 2022,

Your 1st Gen students received D, F, Wu, or NC grades at increasing rates.

[Bar chart showing percentage of students receiving D, F, Wu, or NC grades by semester, with increasing rates for each semester from Spring 2019 to Spring 2022 for both 1st generation and non-1st generation students.]
A “finding” of an equity gap does not mean that the faculty member is doing something wrong, as there are many causes of these gaps.
Knowing about gaps helps faculty address them in their courses and ensure that all students have an equitable chance to succeed.
We are here today to ask you as campus faculty leaders to help evaluate and improve the Equity Portal, by providing us feedback on ease of access and utilization.
Participation includes individual access to the Equity Portal and optional completion of two anonymous online surveys.

Faculty feedback and survey responses will be used to improve the Course Equity Portal and communications about the Portal to faculty.

Click to fill out Pre-Survey Link

Click to fill out Post-Survey Link
For more information about the Course Equity Portal, please go to

cep-info.dashboards.calstate.edu
Thank You!
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